Title word cross-reference

p [BDMP12], Q [ZLHC21].

* [KGL21].

-persistent [BDMP12]. -values [ZLHC21].

2012 [Edi14], 2013 [PH15], 2014 [BE16], 2015 [SI17], 2016 [CPS17], 2020 [TWS20].

3PC [HSM+12].

802.15.4 [BRDA16].

Access [VMG14, KM08], Accesses [WVT+17], Accurate [JH13], Achieving

[HL13], ACM [FMVC14], acquisition

[FFJ+12], ACSOS [TWS20], Action

[BSK20, Gab11, RW20], Activity

[CLRC21], Actuation [MM17], actuator

[MPBMP+10], Ad

[CW11, MR11, SZB19, PRJ11, SLJS08], Adapting

[AMG18, BVPD17, BuC19, CMGS16, CLSS+13, EYCM16, FMVC14, GGPTRC16, KKK+16, MCGS18, RMKM17, DCL+12, KGJ12, PSB+12, RTH19, ZP12].

Adaptations [PBW+20], adaptative

[HKR08], Adapting [HAMR13, RTN+17].

Adaptive [AA16, APSM18, ARS17, Bak11, BSS+14, BUL+18, BW+17, BRDA16, CHC16, CY07, CLRC21, DBDF19, FMA+17, GEB+21, HSL+07, DW15, IJDZ16, KCH14, LZ13, LVP15, LEC+15, LCT+18, LXX+14].
MVV14, ONC17, SMK21, SGP13, ST13, SHRB13, SQX +07, SCA20, VMG14, VG14, WCW +17, XLX14, ZHS20, ZSLG16, AGL10, BDMP12, BN12, FRL09, GPTW13, GWQ21, HSM +12, HWA +20, KJ08, LPZ10, MIRG06, PDCE11, ST09, SWM19, WXZ10, WMA12, XYH11, YT08, ZS09].

Adaptiveness [PSPR15]. Adaptivity [SMS C +10]. Added [AMS +19]. Adding [CEK14]. Admission [GSD08]. Advantage [BMS11]. aect [KIW06]. against [DXP14, KD07, LXX +14]. Agent [AA16, ADV16, BRII21, CLSS +13, CW14, GR08, LCBQ19, LV07, MDC17, PBB17, WCW +17, FRL09, GCC06, HKR08, KGJ12, Pos07, WHH +10b, WHH10a, ZLHC21].


Autonomic [AOK11, BBC +11, BDLM11, DXP14, DLPT14, DC12, IA18, LZ13, LF19, MHP +12, TWS20, AVC09, DDF +06, KM08, LS09, Lit07, XYH11]. Autonomous [BCC +17, BWW +17, FCD +18, Gab11, MPBMP +10, SMHP15, WNV12a, WNV12b]. AutoPlacer [PRRR15]. Availability [CLRC21, RDKB15, PLL12]. Aware [CMGS16, FCD +18, MGCS18, SCA20, FS09, GSD08, PBW +20, RTH19]. Awareness [LV07, ESBT19, PRJ11]. Axiomatization [PSA12].

backend [SA06]. Balancing [JZL15, AHM09, GYP12]. base [LR12]. Based [AA16, BBDB15, CLW +14, CMP13, IA18, KKK +18b, LZ13, MS15, MM17, MDC17, MBB11, SDOP20, DRVF14, AVC09, BDMP12, CSLZ10, DHC10, FS09,


Best [BE16, CPS17, Edi14, FMVC14, PH15, SI17, VDK16]. Bike [CPZZ20].


boundary [GJM12]. bounding [SLJ508]. BPMN [SC19]. Budget [RB17, ZLHC21].

Budget-Driven [RB17]. Build [RH16]. built [ZS09].


Circle [DLIP08]. class [KG08]. Classification [JH13, KIW06]. Cloud [FBL18, GB14, LCQB19, SMK21, TVKB16, WVT+17, WUK+18, ZSLG16]. Clouds [GS18, RB17]. Clustering [dASH16, GR08, QPGS12, ZCS12]. Clusters [LWQL16, dASH16, SA06]. Cluttered [KLWS16]. Coalition [PBAR14, SZY+20].


Computing [Bak11, BMS11, MHP+12, PSY15, TWS20, BCD+06, BCC+12, HSM+12, KG08, LT07, SMS+10, TM+11, WBS+10]. Concepts [PSA12]. Conceptual [CGPP12].


Constraint [ZLHC21, MHZ13]. constraints [CY07]. Construction [BWO17, War19]. Consumption [FCD+18].

Containerized [SMK21]. Containment [CL+14]. context [KA06]. context [FS09, WHH+10b, WHH10a].

context-aware [FS09]. context-driven [WHH+10b, WHH10a]. Continuous [CW14, FP17, GEB+21].

Continuous-Time [CW14]. Control [APSM18, ARS17, BDM12, FMA+17].
FDMD15, HWH+17, KLWS16, KKK+18a, KKK+18b, LZ13, LF19, LD16, MVV14, RMKM17, SWM19, SAKA20, VMG14, WUK+18, XLZX14, GYS108, KM08, LR12, LND12, WCD+09. Control-based [BDMP12]. Control-theoretic [SWM19]. Controllers [SMK21, SCC17], Controlling [BWO17, KTK+16, KKK+16, KKK+18a, RMM19]. convention [VSMS13]. Convergence [FE12, KB12, PB13, ZSA09]. Cooperation [ACW10, PBARA14, TGT+06]. Cooperative [ASS+15, HLM15, MVV14, TMC+11]. Coordination [FMVC14, HLM15, VCMZ11, MPBMP+10], correction [CLHX12], correctness [HSL+07]. Cost [BEE+20, BW+17, GS18, KKK+16]. Coupled [LCT+18, KB12], Coverage [LDL16, GJM12], Crash [BR11], Creating [MSA09], cross [CSLZ10, PSB+12], cross-entropy [CSLZ10], cross-layer [PSB+12]. Crossing [HWH+17], Crowdsourcing [JAA18, MPC+15]. Cyber [LVP15, SJN18], Cyber-Physical [LVP15].

Data [CMP13, DRPQ14, LVP15, LF19, LCT+18, Men16, MCPB20, PRRR15, RDKB15, dASH16, ZSA09]. Data-Analytics [LF19], Data-Centric [LVP15], data-driven [ZSA09], Database [GS18], databases [SA06], Deadline [ZCVL13], Deadline-Driven [ZCVL13], Death [KD16], Decentralised [ONC17], Decentralized [AKO11, ARS17, KGJ12, KB15, LND12, PPA18, RDKB15, SAKA20, QPGS12], Decision [AA16, KKK+18b, MHP+12, MCGS18, SS12]. Decision-Making [KKK+18b, MHP+12, MCGS18]. deeper [XLX12], Defending [LXX+14], Defense [DXP14, KD07]. Defined [HWH+17]. Defining [FP17], Degree [JB11], Delay [LZ13, SLJS08], Demand [BW19, GEB+21], Demonstration [BWO17], dependable [DCL+12], Dependencies [EYCM16], dependency [PRJ11], dependent [MHZ13], Deployed [ZSLG16]. Deployment [SZB19, WDTS11]. Description [Dua11], Design [ARS17, BCD+06, BBDB15, CHC16, CW11, CMP13, FE12, GDA10, DW15, QPGS12, PPSM07], Designing [LR12, WV18, War19, YHT16, ZSLG16]. Despite [BR11], Detecting [DGL+11], Detection [CLW+14, LJDZ16, ONC17, SQX+07, YTW08, ZS09], detectors [ZS09]. Develop [BSK20], Device [BVPD17, DY08], Devices [BSK20, Das12], DevOps [FBL18], DIFC [SKA20], different [APA12], differential [APA12, CEAO8], dimensional [WCD+09], Disaster [SZB19], Discovery [Bak11, CW11, Dua11, FGB11, DHC10]. Discrete [SMHP15], Dispersion [Bee15], disruption [XWN09], disruption-tolerant [XWN09], Dissemination [CMP13, MCPB20], dissolusion [VSMS13], Distributed [BMS11, DGL+11, FB15, FSW+10, GMMB15, HMF+15, KLWS16, LVP15, LEC+15, MM17, MVV14, Men16, PRRR15, RPP+15, RTN+17, SHRB13, SMHP15, WVT+17, War19, BCD+06, Dat08, Dat09, HSL+07, LMSM12, LR12, RYC+07, SLJS08, WMA12, ZCS12], Distribution [BVPD17, GB14], Distributive [PBM14], Disturbances [GMMB15], Diverse [LDL16], Diversity [LC21], Diversity-driven [LC21], Division [LDD06], Domains [CW14], downloading [DHJ08], Driven [BSS+14, BBDB15, GGV20, RB17, VG14, ZCVL13, BW09, LC21, MIRG06, PSB+12, WHH+10b, WHH10a, ZSA09], drivers [DY08], Dumb [KRM16], DVFS [CGJZ15].
Dynamic [BEE+20, CPZZ20, DBDF19, GGV20, LEC+15, MBB11, PBARA14, SC19, CY07, DCL+12, FS09, SA06, USK+08, WHH+10b, WHH10a]. dynamically [FFJ+12]. Dynamics [XLXZ14, JI07, WNV12a].
e-Sampling [BWW+17]. Economic [FBL18, PSA12]. Economies [PPA18].
Ecosystems [CMRZ15]. Editorial [LV10, Nus18, PZ11, PZ13, PZ18, VP09, WBSI10].
Effective [VA11, WUK+18]. Efficiency [CGJZ15, Das12]. Efficient [CFG16, GYP12, HSC+18, MCGS18, WXZ10].

Eigenspace [SQX+07]. Elastic [DRPQ14, Men16]. Elasticity [GS18].
Electronic [PPB17]. Embedded [BSK20, JH13, RYC+07]. Emergence [HSC+18, OCN17, VSM13]. Emergencies [VMG14]. Emergent [FP17, KTK+16].
Empowered [FSW+10]. enabled [LC11, LQCB19]. enabling [CDV09].
encoding [MS12]. Energy [CGJZ15, LWQL16, SLJS08]. Enforcement [RMM19]. Engineering [APSM18, CMRZ15, ESBT19, VG14, PSFC12].
Enhancing [PRB16]. Enki [LC21].
Ensembles [Buc19]. enterprise [MSA09]. Entities [AOK11]. entropy [CSL10].
Entry [MAFS18]. Environment [Gab11, PBW+20]. Environments [BEE+20, BCC+17, KLWS16, KKK+16, MDC17, SHRBI3, SZB19, VA11, ZSLG16, DCL+12, DHC10, FFJ+12, GPTW13, GDA10, Her10, LV07, MIRG06, TMC+11].

Epidemic [XLXZ14, XLI12]. equilibrium [CEA08]. erasure [MS12].
erasure-resilient [MS12]. Establishment [SZB19]. Estimation [GB+21, ZSA09].
EUREMA [VG14]. Evaluation [CMP13, MCPB20, DC12, GDA10, QPGS12].
Evolution [BCF+08, SCC17, APA12, TMC+11].
evolutionary [WDT11]. evolvable [LS10].
Evolved [WHH+17]. Evolving [BEE+20, MHZ13]. exchange [Das12].
Experiments [PSA12]. Explicit [WUK+18]. Exploiting [AHM09, HBDB14].
Expression [KIW06]. Extended [CPS17, PH15, VDK16]. Extending [PPS07]. Extracting [VHK+17].
Extraction [SC19].

Facial [KIW06]. Factorization [FG15]. factors [WNET07]. fair [Das12]. Farewell [PZ18].
Fast [CLW+14, DP16, JH13, KKK+16].
Fast-Spreading [CLW+14]. Fault [AD09, FG15, RYC+07, WCD+09].
foraging [LDD06]. Formal [ARS17, CD11, DLPT14, DW15, BCC+12, WMA12].
formed [PSB+12]. Formation [BRI21, KLWS16, PBARA14, DLIP08, GJM12].
formations [GLMN09]. FORMS [WMA12].
forums [POP07]. Fostering [PBARA14].
frags [PSFC12]. Framework [BDLM11, CPZZ20, FGB11, GEB+21, MS15, PTW07, ZLHC21, ABC09, GJM12, LSO9, WXZ10]. free [SA12]. fundamental [CDV09]. Fuzzy [LZ13, AGLV10].
Gabriel [MG11]. Game [Men16, RDKB15, YHT16, AVC09].
Game-Theoretic [Men16, RDKB15].
Graph [HEC+16, KTK+16, RPG+15, DKMD11].
Justice [PBM14].

Kalman [KCH14]. Key [PRRR15, RTN+17, WNV12a]. Key-Value [PRRR15].
Knob [WUK+18]. Knowledge [KPO19, FFJ+12, MT09, MIRG06].
knowledge-driven [EGK08].
lab [LDD06]. Laboratory [BCF+08].
Language-Level [SGP13]. Large [GGV20, KKK+16, KKK+18a, MCPB20, 
RPG+15, AD09, WCD+09]. Large-Scale [KKK+16, KKK+18a, RPG+15, MCPB20, 
AD09, WCD+09]. Largest [SZY+20].
Latency [CMGS16, MCGS18, RTN+17].
Learning-enabled [LC21]. less [SDY09]. Level [SGP13].
Libraries [RMM19]. Light [CDV09].
Lightweight [FE12, KKK+16]. like [CSLZ10]. limited [SDY09]. Link [VGR+15, ZSA09].
Local [LCT+18]. Localization [MOP21, GCC06]. localizations [RYC+07].
Locally [DGL+11]. location [AHM09].
Low [BBW+17]. Low-Cost [BBW+17].

M [ZS09]. M-AID [ZS09]. Machine [GWQ21, WNV12a]. MACODO [WHH+10b, WHH10a].
Macro [Mam11, BMZ12]. Maintenance [SDOP20, War19]. Making [AA16, BW19, 
KKK+18b, MHP+12, MCGS18]. Malware [DXP14]. managed [PPA18]. Management 
[BDLM11, BW19, HEC+16, KPO19, MM17, MAFS+18, PBM14]. Management-Based 
[MM17]. Managing [KGL21, LWQL16]. MANET [BDS07]. MANETs [XWN09].
measurement [KIW06]. measures [AD09].
Mechanism [KKK+18b, TVKB16, DRVF14, CSLZ10].
Mechanisms [RDKB15, APA12, BDS07, WNV12a].
Media [SR16]. Memory [DRPQ14, AL09, SDY09]. memory-less [SDY09]. message [BW09].
message-driven [BW09]. Method [BBDB15, FE12, KKK+18a, LCD+18, 
ZHSP20, CSLZ10, Li07, PSFC12]. methodologies [PSFC12]. Methods 
[XZL11, BCC+12, FSW+10]. Metric [MG11]. Microgrids [FDMD15].
Middleware [FG11, FRL09, WHH+10b, ZS09].
Migrations [LCT+18, WVT+17].
MiniMax [CEA08]. minority [AL09].
Mitigating [BSS+14]. Mix [LQW16].
Mode [BSS+16]. Mobile [BBDB15, FE12, KKK+18a, LCD+18, 
XZL11, DLIP08, FRL09, SDY09]. Mobility 
[BC19]. Mode [JB11]. Model [APSM18, BSS+14, BBDB15, IA18, LCQB19, PBW+20, 
VG14, GCC06, WS10, WHH10a, WMA12].
Model-Based [IA18, PBW+20].
Model-Driven [BSS+14, VG14]. Modeling 
[BBDB15, BBDB19, FCD+18, KD16, 
LXX+14, MCPB20, SUX+07, VHK+17, WNV12a, ZCVL13, CGPP12, WNV12b].
Models [BN12, VA11]. Modulation
[WUK+18]. Monitoring [BWW+17, CV19, FG15, ZHSP20, BLK*09, HSL*07].
morphogenetic [GJM12]. Motion

Natural [HWH*17]. nature [GR10, KGJ08]. necessary [CY07]. Negative [KT*16]. Negotiation [CW14, SR16, GR08, PTW07]. Nervous [DXP14]. Network [Dua11, FE12, IJDZ16, SQX*07, SZB19, BLK*09, GSD08, LS09, LR12]. Networked [BWW*17, CE08]. networking [LPZZ09]. Networks [AMG18, BRII21, CW11, CMP13, FGB11, GMMB15, JZL15, KRM16, KKK*16, KKK*18a, LEC*15, LDL16, LXX*14, MM17, Mam11, MR11, MOP21, MPC*15, RMKM17, XLXZ14, ACW10, AD09, DK12, FRL09, GLMN09, HSL*07, LLL12, MPBMP*10, MT09, MS12, PRJ11, SA12, VSMS13, WCD*09, WNV*12a, WNV12b, WNET07, XXYH11, XLX12, ZSA09]. Neural [LZ13]. Nodes [KRM16]. Non [MDC17]. Non-Stationary [MDC17]. Normative [MLsRA*15]. Norms [ADV16, HSC*18, SDOP20]. Number [dASH16].

P2P [BDS07, CSLZ10, GMM12, JB11, LLL12].
[DRPQ14]. Replication [PRB16, LMSM12].
Requirements [APSM18]. Research [HWA+20, ST09]. Resilient [BRJII1, LMSM12, MS12]. Resolution [CV19]. Resource [ASS+15, FCD+18, GEB+21, JH13, KCH14, KPO19, LF19, PBN14, SSN+12, SMHP15, LND12].

Search [KGL21]. Secret [SA12, MOP21].
Section [BE16, Edi14, SI17, BCC+12, BN12, ZP12]. Secure [MOP21]. security [Dat08, Dat09, SA12]. SeDiM [FGB11].
Selected [CPS17, PH15, VDK16, TWS20]. Selection [Gab11, HS11, SSN+12, CY07, DHC10, SS12]. Self [AA16, AOK11, APSM18, AAFJ08, ARS17, BVDP17, BMZ12, BBC+11, CMGS16, CGJZ15, DPX14, DNT09, DY08, DP16, ESBT19, FB15, FMVC14, FCD+18, FP17, FMA+17, GGV20, GWQ21, GLMN09, GEB+21, Her10, HWA+20, HEC+16, DW15, KRM16, KGL21, KB12, KPO19, KKK+16, KKK+18a, KKK+18b, LZ13, LCQB19, MS15, MHP+12, MCGS18, PRRR15, PSR15, PRJ11, PPR17, PSLA12, PB14, PPA18, RMKM17, RTH19, ST09, SG13, SW19, TWS20, DRF14, VG14, WCD+09, YHT16, YEM14, ACW10, BDS07, BN12, CSLZ10, DHJ08, FSV+10, FRL09, FSM08, GYS08, GR10, GJM12, KG08, KJJ12, LS09, LPZ09, PSFC12, SMSC+10, TGT+06, VSM13, WMA12]. Self-* [KGL21]. Self-Adaptation [BVDP17, CMGS16, FMVC14, MCGS18, RMKM17, RTH19, KG12]. Self-Adaptive [AA16, APSM18, ARS17, FMA+17, GEB+21, DW15, LZ13, SG13, VG14, GGV21, HWA+20, ST09, SW19, BN12, FRL09, KG08, LPZ09, WMA12].
self-optimizing [GYS08].
Self-Organised [KPO19, PB14].
Self-Organising [PP17].
Self-Organization [PSR15, DRF14, CSLZ10, SMSC+10].
swarming [LR12]. Swarms [Bea15, BBDB15, BWO17, KD16, PSPR15, VW18]. Switching [PBARA14]. synchronization [KB12]. synergizing [APA12]. Synthesis [FB15, MLsRA+15]. System [CV19, Gab11, HSM+12, LV07, SJN18, dASH16, MS12, YTW08]. Systematic [ESBT19, GWQ21, YEM14]. Systems [ASS+15, APSM18, ARS17, BMS11, BWW+17, CLSS+13, CHC16, CMP13, CD11, DXP14, DLPT14, DBDF19, FB15, FMA+17, GWQ21, GMM12, HL13, HLM15, HWA+20, DW15, JAI+18, KGL21, LC21, LVP15, MHP+12, MLsRA+15, ONC17, PPB17, RDKB15, SMK21, ST13, SWM19, TWS20, YHT16, YEM14, BDS07, BN12, CY07, Dat08, Dat09, DC12, HKR08, JI07, KM08, LPZZ09, MHP+12, MLsRA+15, ONC17, PPB17, RDKB15, SMK21, ST13, SWM19, TWS20, YHT16, YEM14, BDS07, BN12, CY07, Dat08, Dat09, DC12, HKR08, JI07, KM08, LPZZ09, Lit07, MSA09, Pos07, PSFC12, RYC+07, SMSC+10, SF12, SQX+07, TGT+06, WS10, WMA12].


Viable [WV18]. virtual [BMZ12].
Virtualized [KCH14]. Virus [DXP14].
ViSAGE [BCF+08]. visibility [SDY09].

WA [MS15]. weak [DLIP08]. Web
[GYSD08, MS15, PTW07]. Web-Based
[MS15]. Wireless [AMG18, LDL16, MM17,
RMKM17, SZB19, AHM09, AD09, BLK+09,
FSW+10, FRL09, HSL+07, LPZZ09,
MPBMP+10, MIRG06, SA12, WCD+09].
within [SJN18]. WLANs [AHM09].
Workflow [PRB16, CY07, HAMR13],
Workflows [RB17, SC19, CGPP12]. World
[BMS11]. Worm [CLW+14]. Worms
[LXX+14]. writing [MS12]. WSNs
[BRDA16].

XtreemOS [SSN+12].
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